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Environmental (in)justice
§ Exposure to harms and access to
environmental benefits is
unequally distributed (social &
spatial)

§ Benefits and burdens
differentiated by class

(environmental inequity) race
(environmental racism) & species
(ecological injustice)
§

Bullard, Pulido, Walker, Pastor, Boone,
Schlosberg, Cutter, Baxter

§ First named in the USA in 1980s,
now recognised as a global issue
§ Fewer Australian studies
§ Climate justice nascent issue
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Spatial planning’s response
§ State & local government climate adaptation plans
predicting sea-level rise
flood-mapping
risk assessment
growth management
public transportation (light rail, solar & hydrogen) and
transit-oriented development
§ water & energy efficiency (e.g. low-flow showerheads,
rainwater tanks & WSUD
§ subsidies
§
§
§
§
§

Potential adaptive responses?
Bushfire mapping

Buy-back of flood prone houses?
City greening

Stormwater upgrades
Urban agriculture

Relocation of
critical infrastructure

Seawalls
New mangrove forests?
Future artificial reefs?
Planned retreat & abandonment?

What about community needs and aspirations?

Research questions:
§

How do citizens, political decision-makers, policy-makers, planning officers, and service and advocacy
groups frame climate adaptation at the local scale and do different framings lead to conflict and/or
cooperation?

§

What institutional and cultural forces shape local actors’ understandings, framings and practices and how
do local actors respond to these forces, especially across scales?

§

What factors determine whether the different framings and practices they engender translate into policy
decisions and on-the-ground actions for CVC adaptation

§

How do local actors ‘go round the back’ (Hillier 2000) of local institutions’ mainstream approaches in search
of socially innovative responses that better meet their needs?

The research has involved 4 phases:
Phase 1. National audit of local government, community-based initiatives and
identification of case studies (Discourse analysis)
Phase 2. Interviews with key NGO & LGA representatives
Phase 3. Focus groups with NGO, LGA and Business groups
Phase 4. Development of a capacity-building resource for socially innovative
adaptive practice

Case Studies (LGA)
§

§

2 LGAs from NSW, Vic, Qld and WA
» All metropolitan
» Contrasting localities
» All internally or jointly written
» Selected as ‘promising’
§ Reputation, funding, diversity, inter-departmental cooperation, reported
programs/partnerships
Semi-structured questions about:
» Climate change awareness, concern & action
» Adaptation responses – drivers and barriers
» Local agency – capacity to act
» Vulnerabilities – approaches to social exclusion & disadvantage

NSW
• Marrickville
• Blacktown
VIC
• Darebin
• Whitehorse
QLD
• Redland
• Sunshine Coast
WA
• Fremantle
• Stirling

Our findings from text analysis:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Vulnerability not fully recognised
Participatory urban governance and policy responses are lacking
Need to understand the response of non-government stakeholders
How do they shape policies, practices & resistance?
Many adaptation plans are now 5 years old or older
Entanglements still missing
Non-human species largely absent
Disconnect between strategy plans and everyday planning
(e.g. development assessment)

Community level actions are possible
Issue

Response

§

Food

§

Community gardens

§

Water

§

Rainwater harvesting

§

Energy

§

Biogas, solar, wind

§

Mosquito monitoring

§

Citizen science

§

Heat-wave response

§

Neighbourhood care

§

Habitat loss

§

Street trees, verge gardens

§

Cooler houses

§

White roofs, awnings etc.

§

Building social capital

§

Social events

§

Understanding of places

§

Know your local history

§

Biodiversity

§

Dune planting

Enablement defined…
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

‘an outcome that reflects [the] ability to understand, manage and cope’ with a situation
(Frost et al., 2017)
Enabling ‘creates opportunities for education and supports knowledge transfer…and
promotes self efficacy’ (Frost et al., 2017)
Enabling builds on strengths, builds relationships, fosters a deeper understanding
Helps people develop competencies & experience
Requires training & skills development
May redistribute power, albeit informally
Seeks to remove barriers

Components of ‘enablement’?
§

§

§

§
§

Ability to cope / manage
§ Building on strengths
§ Appropriate resourcing (supporting capacity/ability to act)
§ Experience of interactions
Understanding
§ Information availability
§ Knowledge transference
§ Mutual respect, trust, openness and reciprocity
Self efficacy
§ Investment in skills development
§ Relationship building, connection & empathy
§ Opportunities created
§ Scaffolding learning & building competence
§ Clear and ongoing communication
Continuity over time
Transferability

Adapted from Frost et al. (2017) ‘The experience of enablement within nurse practitioner care’

Characteristics of enabling environments
§ Trust & Openness
§ Acceptance
§ Connection
§ Concern
§ Respect
§ Empathy
§ Communication
§ Reciprocity

What is social innovation
§ Social innovation refers to the ‘change-oriented process of invention,
diffusion and adoption of new services or organisational models’
§ Social innovation is characterised by ‘changes of attitudes, behaviour or
perceptions of a group of people joined in a network of aligned interests
that in relation to the group’s horizon of experiences lead to new and
improved ways of collaborative action within the group and beyond’
(Neumeier, 2012, 55).

Social Innovation & Climate Change Adaptation
Hiteva & Sovacool (2017) Harnessing social innovation
Unger (2015) Task of Social Innovation Movement

for energy justice

§

Creation of new ways of acting & cooperating

§

Linkages between new actors

§

Identifying pathways for reform

§

Integration of values-based decision-making

§

Small initiatives that foreshadow transformation

§

Meeting social needs

§

Enhancing agency

§

Experimentation in new pathways

§

Alignment of interests

§

Innovative design

§

Social inclusion and institutional transformation

§

Information sharing

§

Vision

§

Bridging

§

Working through existing practices

§

Networks of actors

§

New organisational arrangements

§

Procedural justice

§

Recognition justice

§

Distributive justice

Characteristics of social innovation
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Decentralised
Relational/horizontal connectivity
Partnerships & Co-Production
Integrated
Embedded
Knowledge-sharing (esp. local)
Place-focused
Multi-scalar
Service-orientation
Flexible
Oriented towards community participation
Multifunctional
Informal
Social justice oriented

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Relationship-based
Outcome driven
Cumulative impact focused
Ensures safe failure
Allows experimentation
Facilitates collaboration
Fosters collective action
Drives income diversification
Empowerment directed
Uses autonomy & self-reliance
Practice-oriented
Employs nested networks
Transformational ideals
Works via open communication

Types of innovation
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Regulation
Governance
Institutional
Modes of working
Conceptualisation
Information exchange
Policy-making
Relationships
Exchange

“…things that they tried to do were often hamstrung and stopped and blocked and
slowed down and made difficult by a Council that would just never agree to anything.
…so there was a lot of resentment and a lack of motivation, …people were there to do
something but were not able to get on and do …were just doing things by the book...”
“…if you explain it all in a risk context, even if you like the lesser believers at both the
political and community level well and truly understand that and most local government
is risk averse so using that as a basis helps overcome a number of barriers and makes
common sense.”
“We didn’t emphasise a lot that it was about climate change adaptation, we explained
that it was about planning for changes in the climate but also about recognising that heat
is something that people have to cope with on a day-to-day basis in the summer.”
“and we’re like, “oohh, we’re going to have to go a do it….” So they just started doing it,
so as a Council we said, “How are we going to support our community to do the things
they want to do but we need to make sure they’re doing it safely and we need to make
sure there are certain guidelines that they can follow so that trees aren’t growing out
onto kerbs, and traffic can still move around and people can still move around…”

“That’s collapsed as it has for a lot of other organisations – we did not meet our target –
our emissions almost doubled in that time frame I think ... There has been action in the
past to nail us down with actions and positions on climate change but at the moment its
that mention in the adaptation plan as the position that we have, and the way it’s couched,
difficult to explain I suppose, it’s written down in plans like that how it’s couched but it’s
not integrated across council necessarily.”
“We get people in to inspire them with stories, examples, case studies.”
I’d say there’s been a shift in some staff around the food growing on public land – staff
who are key decision makers. When I started in 2013, it was the ‘too hard to have’
discussion about fruit trees on public land.
There is a resolution of Council to move forward on our own solar generation to reduce
electricity costs. And with that, if it is located at the depot, then the depot could be a
place where an electric vehicle is trialed, with a charge station.

“However, there are other areas where it is fair to say that it is seen as an add on – “here
is my normal duty, oh you want me to also do that?” That is extra and hard and why we
try to get it embedded in to the day to day practices…”
“our priority area for improving as an organisation, in terms of our internal workings, is
kind of getting rid of those or at least minimising those internal barriers so people,
whatever piece of the organisation they work in, recognise the need to work more
collaboratively and support other people and bits of the organisation in terms of what we
are doing to deliver some of these corporate strategies.”
“We have an internal Climate Change Policy, our Corporate Policy, so that sort of gives it
head of power. Probably for me the most important thing recently it is just having a line of
sight, from our Corporate Plan, our Community Plan which is a 2030 document and in the
Community Plan there is an outcome there called ‘green living’ and those same headings
of the Community Plan are reflected in the Corporate Plan which is a five year document,
and that says ‘green living’.”

“Yes, so we are applying behaviour change in the organisation from the environmental
education unit. This is completely out of scope, but information and awareness does not
necessarily get you a behaviour change.”
“And it's about those experiences and those personal interactions that sort of really are
experiential level that really influences how you go about your job and how you go about
problem solving.”
“Feedback has been really good. People tend to be quite interested in certain things –
the gardening stuff, the permaculture stuff, the tours – people are most interested in
those things, the feedback is always really positive, but we know people want to do
these types of things more.”
“I’d say that most of the change is being pushed by those regional networks.”
“So the idea of that is that we get teachers together in a room and they network with
each other, they share resources, they share ideas, they do a round table, they swap
notes on what they’re doing.”

“No local government is ever going to have that level of resourcing. So we do have to
prioritise, identify the things that are most important or will have the greatest impact.”
“We are going to do a proof of concept projects first, but we are interested in possibly
working with community and with business precincts. Where the business owners
don’t own the building but they use a fair bit of power, and they want to buy in to a
scheme in their local bunch of tools lab, you know, light industry area…”
All of these things are important, but we can't tackle everything individually. You need
to have a more structured and coordinated approach, but one that takes a holistic
view and recognises the inter-dependencies and relationships between issues that
often get badged as ’it's an adaptation issue’, ’it's just that sort of issue’, which doesn't
necessarily recognise connections between things.
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Enabling factors (after Pasquini et al., 2015)
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Organisational champions
Experience of impacts / costs
Political leadership
Knowledge
Resources
Political (in)stability
Time/timing
Context
Social networks
Governance structures
Market and/or policy failure
Changing attitudes/mindsets

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Relationship building
Capacity to act
Tax base / economic base
Proximity (down corridor)
Political stability
Training
Legislation
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